Introduction
Mechanism design studies the institutions through which agents interact in order to choose between different outcomes. Agents hold private information -their types -that is relevant to the decision maker and they behave strategically when asked to report this information. Typically, an institution is modeled as a (direct) mechanism which describes how reported types translate into a choice of outcome. The goal of the mechanism designer is to construct mechanisms that satisfy key properties. For example, a mechanism should incentivize agents 1 to truthfully report their types. The chosen outcomes should also be in some sense fair and efficient.
When comparing the outcomes of two mechanisms K and L, it is standard to adopt the following three-stage procedure which we call the standard technique. First, choose a solution concept C that uniquely predicts the types agents will report given their true types in both K and L. Second, compute the solution outcomes in mechanisms K and L, that is the outcomes that would prevail when agents report the types predicted by solution concept C. Third, determine whether the solution outcomes satisfy some property of interest X (e.g. Pareto efficiency or stability) for every true type profile in a relevant domain. When the third stage holds true for L but not for K, one often says that L satisfies X, that K does not satisfy X, and that L is therefore more X than K.
For example, consider the school choice problem in which seats at schools have to be allocated among potential students. Let the solution concept be "dominant strategy" and X be "stability", a fairness property guaranteeing that no student legitimately envies the seat held by another student. Two famous mechanisms for school choice problems are the deferred acceptance and top trading cycle mechanisms. The dominant strategy outcome of deferred acceptance is always stable whatever the type profile, whereas the dominant strategy outcome of top trading cycle is not necessarily stable (Abdulkadiroglu and Sönmez, 2003) . From this observation one typically concludes that deferred acceptance is stable, that top trading cycle is not, and that deferred acceptance is therefore more stable than top trading cycle.
As elegant as the standard technique may be, it presents two major limitations that makes it applicable to only a handful of comparisons between mechanisms. First, most mechanisms cannot be uniquely solved using a convincing solution concept. In particular, comparisons in dominant strategies are known to severely restrict the set of comparable mechanisms (Gibbard, 1973) . We refer to this limitation as the multiple solutions issue.
Second, it is often the case that both K and L fail to satisfy property X for some (but not all) of the type profiles in the domain. When this is true, K and L cannot be compared in terms of X using the standard technique. We refer to this limitation as the subdomain violation issue.
Many approaches have been developed to go beyond the limitations of the standard technique. In this paper, we introduce a simple but powerful criterion that generalizes some of these approaches and enables the comparison of a wide variety of mechanisms. Informally, we will say that a mechanism L is at least as X as K under some solution concept if for every type profile in which all solution outcomes satisfy X in K, all solution outcomes also satisfy X in L. Section 2 presents a formal definition of our criterion and a description of its relation to other approaches in the literatures.
In the rest of the paper, we illustrate the usefulness of our criterion by using it to compare the stability of constrained school choice mechanisms (Haeringer and Klijn, 2009) . As observed by Pathak and Sönmez (2013) and others, it is rare for a school district to allow students to report preferences on all the schools they could potentially be assigned to.
1 A school choice mechanism is constrained if students can only report preferences over a limited number of schools. Constrained school choice mechanisms are well-suited to showcase the use of our criterion because they combine both the multiple solutions and the subdomain violation issues. In general, constrained school choice mechanisms have no dominant-strategy and cannot be uniquely solved using reasonable solution concepts (multiple solutions issue). Also, for many combinations of constrained school choice mechanisms and solution concepts, the resulting outcomes are stable under some type profiles only (subdomain violation issue). Pathak and Sönmez (2013) argue that in many constrained school choice mechanisms, increasing the number of schools that students can rank decreases the risk of students misreporting their preferences. It is then natural to ask whether this decreased risk of misreport comes at the cost of a decrease in stability. Because constrained school choice mechanisms are subject to the multiple solutions and subdomain violation issues, the standard technique cannot be used to answer this question. The criterion we propose goes beyond these two limitations and enables us to provide clear analytical comparisons of the stability of constrained school choice mechanisms.
We focus on the constrained versions of the so-called Boston (BOS) and deferred acceptance (DA) mechanisms. We apply our criterion using two different solution concepts which illustrate how the choice of a solution concept can influence the comparisons. Roughly, we show that if students play Nash equilibria, increasing the number of schools that students can rank actually decreases the stability of DA. Constrained BOS are also more stable than constrained DA in Nash equilibrium. If students play undominated strategies however, both conclusions are reversed. In undominated strategies, increasing the number of schools that students can rank increases the stability of DA and constrained DA mechanisms are more stable than constrained BOS mechanisms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our criterion and its relation with other comparison approaches in the literature. Section 3 introduces the two constrained DA and BOS mechanisms. The stability comparisons for DA and BOS are in Section 4 and Section 5.
A general criterion for comparing direct mechanisms
In this section, we give a general formulation of our criterion for direct mechanisms. We illustrate the definitions with examples from school choice. In the examples, we also introduce some terminology we use throughout the paper. Appendix A describes the school choice model in more details.
There is a finite set of players I, with typical element i, and a finite set of outcomes A. Each player is associated with a type y i ∈ Y i , where Y i is the set of possible types for player i. A list of types for every agent y := (y i ) i∈I is a type profile (sometimes profile for short). The set of possible type profiles is Y = × i∈I Y i .
Example 1 (School choice profile). The set of players I is composed of a set of students and a set of schools. Students' types are determined by their preferences over schools and themselves. School s is acceptable for student t if t prefers being assigned to school s to her outside option of being unassigned (formally, the outside option corresponds to t being assigned to herself). Schools' types are determined by a priority ordering over students and a capacity which specifies the number of students the school can accept. The sets Y i represent possible preferences when i is a student and possible pairs of priorities and capacities when i is a school. The set of outcomes A contains all assignments of students to schools and themselves (some students may be assigned to no school under a ∈ A).
A (direct) mechanism is a function M : Y → A which associates every type profile in Y ⊆ Y with a single feasible outcome in A. If players report profile y ∈ Y , the outcome under mechanism M is denoted by M (y).
Example 2 (School choice mechanisms). Examples of school choice mechanisms are the aforementioned BOS and DA, which will be formally described in Section 3. In k-constrained school choice mechanisms, Y is the set of profiles in which students report preferences with no more than k acceptable schools. Together, a school choice profile and a school choice mechanism define a preference revelation game called a game of school choice (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006) . In a game of school choice, the feasible outcomes are the assignments of students to schools in which no school exceeds its capacity.
For every mechanism M and every type profile y ∈ Y, a solution concept C returns a subset C(M, y) ⊆ Y of type profiles. Any profileŷ ∈ C(M, y) is interpreted as a profile that players could report when their true type profile is y and the mechanism is M . Conversely, anyŷ / ∈ C(M, y) is a profile we do not expect players to report in the same circumstances. Given some y ∈ Y, we refer to C(M, y) as the set of C-profiles. Similarly, the set of C-outcomes under M is M C(M, y) , i.e., the set of outcomes M (ŷ) for all possibleŷ ∈ C(M, y).
Example 3 (Nash equilibrium and undominated strategies in school choice). In school choice mechanism, it is standard to assume that the schools always report their priorities and capacities truthfully.
2 Therefore, Nash equilibrium profiles are school choice profiles in which schools report their priorities and capacities truthfully and no student can improve her assignment by reporting different preferences. Nash equilibrium outcomes are the assignments of students to schools that result from Nash equilibrium profiles. Profiles of undominated strategies and undominated strategies outcomes are defined similarly.
In general, we are interested in knowing whether, given some type profile y, the C-outcomes of mechanism M satisfy a property X, such as stability or efficiency. For the sake of this paper, a property is a correspondence X : Y ⇒ A which specifies for every type profile y the set of outcomes X(y) ⊆ A that satisfy X.
{a}, things are simple. Either a satisfies X in which case M satisfies X, or a does not satisfy X in which case M does not satisfy X. When confronted with the multiple solutions issue however, it is often the case that only some of the C-outcomes satisfy X given y, whereas others do not. In these cases, we need to choose the condition under which we consider that M satisfies X and the condition under which we think that M does not. In this paper, we take a conservative approach and say that M satisfies X in C given y if all C-outcomes of M satisfy X given y.
In the language of implementation theory, property X is a social choice correspondence and M satisfies X in C given y if M weakly implements X in C on the domain of profiles made of y only (see, e.g., Jackson (2001) ). Example 4 (Constrained efficient in Nash equilibrium). Example 2 in Ergin and Sönmez (2006) shows a type profile for which one Nash equilibrium outcome of BOS is constrained efficient (i.e. Pareto efficient among the stable assignments), whereas the other is not. For this profile, we say that BOS is not constrained efficient in Nash equilibrium. For other type profiles however, all the Nash equilibrium outcomes of BOS are constrained efficient.
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For these profiles, we say that BOS is constrained efficient in Nash equilibrium.
As described in the Introduction, we then have the following comparison criterion. Mechanism L is at least as X as mechanism K in solution concept C if for any type profile for which K satisfies X in C, L also satisfies X in C.
Definition 2 (At least as X as).
Mechanism L is at least as X as mechanism K in solution concept C if
In the language of implementation theory, L is at least as X as K in C if the largest domain on which K weakly implements X in C is a subset of the largest domain on which L weakly implements X in C. The corresponding strict comparison follows naturally.
(ii) there exists a type profile for which L satisfies X in C but K does not satisfy X in C.
Relation to other comparison techniques in the literature
Let us first consider the standard technique. In the standard technique, (i) the set of C-outcomes needs to be a singleton for every type profile and
(ii) L is more X than K if the C-outcome of L satisfies X for all type profiles, whereas the C-outcome of K violates X for some type profiles.
Clearly our criterion encompasses the standard technique in the sense that a) every pair of mechanisms that can be compared using C in the standard technique can also be compared using C with our criteria and b) our criterion agrees with any comparison made via the standard technique.
When the set of C-outcomes is a singleton but the two mechanisms face the subdomain violation issue, a common approach consists in replacing (ii) by (ii)' L is more X than K if for every type profile in which the C-outcome of K satisfies X, the C-outcome of L also satisfies X (and the converse is not true).
Conditions (i) and (ii)' define the approach known as "profile by profile". The profile by profile approach is for instance used in Gerber and Barberà (2016) and Dasgupta and Maskin (2008) .
5 Again, our criterion encompasses this approach in the sense of a) and b).
Our approach bears some similarities with the recent literature comparing the degree of manipulability of mechanisms.
6 Our problem differs however because we focus on the properties of mechanisms' outcomes rather than on the extent to which mechanisms are manipulable. Comparing the properties of outcomes requires us to solve the game associated with the mechanisms of interest, whereas measures of manipulability can often be defined without explicit attention to game theoretic considerations. In particular, manipulability comparisons do not have to confront the multiple solutions issue.
Our criterion can also be used to rationalize informal arguments in the literature. For instance, Ergin and Sönmez (2006) prove that the set of Nash equilibrium outcomes of BOS is the set of stable assignments. As noted by Ergin and Sönmez (2006) , this provides an argument in favor of DA because the outcome of DA is efficient among the stable assignments when students play dominant strategies (whereas the Nash equilibrium outcome of BOS can be a stable outcome which is Pareto dominated by another stable outcome). Using our criterion, this argument can be reformulated as follows : DA is more 5 In Gerber and Barberà (2016), C is "iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategy" and X is the possibility of agenda manipulation in two sequential voting rules. In Dasgupta and Maskin (2008) , C is "truthful revelation" and X is a collection of five properties in a standard voting model.
6 Besides the papers already cited, see Aleskerov and Kurbanov (1999) , Maus et al. (2007a) , Maus et al. (2007b) , Andersson et al. (2014b) , Andersson et al. (2014a) , Arribillaga and Massó (2015a) , Arribillaga and Massó (2015b) , and Fujinaka and Wakayama (2015) , among others).
constrained efficient than BOS when students play Nash equilibria in undominated strategies. According to our criterion, when students play Nash equilibria in undominated strategies, DA is also at least as efficient as BOS.
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Chen and Kesten (2015) propose a different criterion for outcome comparison based on the nestedness of solutions. The criterion in Chen and Kesten (2015) and our's do not encompass each other in the sense of a) and b). One feature of the nestedness criterion in Chen and Kesten (2015) is that it does not generalize the standard technique. In general, nestedness criteria are applicable to a smaller set of problems than our criterion. For example, nestedness criteria cannot always be used to compare the stability of constrained school choice mechanisms, as we illustrate in Section 4. Nestedness criteria may also lead to counter-intuitive comparisons when all solutions are not equally likely.
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We now turn to an application of our criterion to stability comparisons for constrained BOS and DA, considering Nash equilibrium and undominated strategies as solution concepts.
Two classes of competing mechanisms
In this section we describe the two classes of school choice mechanisms that we focus on. These classes were identified by Haeringer and Klijn (2009) and correspond to constrained versions of BOS and DA. Recall that a school s is acceptable for student t if t prefers being assigned to s to being assigned to no school (i.e., being assigned to herself). We first describe the well known unconstrained BOS.
Input : A (reported) school choice profile (see Example 1).
Round 1: Students apply to the school they reported as their most preferred acceptable school (if any). Every school that receives more applications than its capacity starts rejecting the lowest applicants in its priority ranking, up to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants are definitively accepted at the schools they applied to and capacities are adjusted accordingly.
. . .
Round ℓ : Students who are not yet assigned apply to the school they reported as their ℓth acceptable school (if any). Every school that receives more new applications in round ℓ than its remaining capacity starts rejecting the lowest new applicants in its priority ranking, up to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants are definitively accepted at the schools they applied to and capacities are adjusted accordingly.
The algorithm terminates when all acceptable schools of the reported profile have been considered, or when every student is assigned to a school. The 7 Assume all Nash equilibrium outcomes of BOS are efficient. Ergin and Sönmez (2006) tells us that all Nash equilibrium outcomes of BOS are stable. Thus one of the stable assignments is efficient. This means the optimal stable assignment is also efficient. But the optimal stable assignment is precisely the unique undominated strategies outcome of DA.
8 See an earlier version of this paper in Decerf (2015) for a more details.
constrained versions of BOS which we will denote by BOS k are identical to BOS except that no student is allowed more than k acceptable schools in her reported preferences.
We now turn to DA. Again, we first describe the famous unconstrained DA.
Input : A (reported) school choice profile.
Round 1: Students apply to the school they reported as their most preferred acceptable school (if any). Every school that receives more applications than its capacity definitively rejects the lowest applicants in its priority ranking, up to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants are temporarily accepted at the schools they applied to (this means they could still be rejected in a later round).
Round ℓ : Students who were rejected in round ℓ − 1 apply to their next acceptable school (if any). Every school considers the new applicants of round ℓ together with the students it temporarily accepted. If needed, each school definitely rejects the lowest students in its priority ranking, up to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants are temporarily accepted at the schools they applied to (this means they could still be rejected in a later round).
The algorithm terminates when all acceptable schools of the reported profile have been considered, or when every student is assigned to a school. The constrained versions of DA which we will denote by DA k are identical to DA except that no student is allowed more than k acceptable schools in her reported preferences.
Comparing DA
k for different values of k
Nash equilibrium
It was recognized early on that not all Nash equilibria of the unconstrained DA mechanisms are stable (Sotomayor, 1998) . This turns out to be true for every DA k when k ≥ 2. Example 6.2 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009) illustrates this for DA 2 . In the example, a student t 1 has a higher priority than student t 2 at a school s. Also, t 1 likes s more than her assignment. Nevertheless, student t 2 is assigned to school s and t 1 is not.
It is somewhat counter-intuitive that such an assignment emerges from a Nash equilibrium. One may wonder whether t 1 could benefit from changing her reported preferences and "claiming" a seat at school s (for instance by pretending that s is her only acceptable school). Indeed, when t 1 claims a seat at s, t 2 is rejected from s, and t 1 is temporarily assigned to s. But this also means that t 2 will apply to her next best school, which may induce the rejection of yet another student from that school. Overall, t 1 's claim of a seat at s can induce a rejection chain (Kesten, 2010) which results in a student t * applying to s. If t * has a higher priority than t 1 at s, then t 1 is rejected from s when t * applies to s and t 1 does not benefit from her claim of a seat at s (see Example 5).
Of course, not all Nash equilibria of DA k rely on potential rejection chains. For any profile and any stable assignment, consider for example the reported profile in which all students report as their only acceptable school the school they are assigned to under the stable assignment. This reported profile does not feature potential rejection chains and is a stable Nash equilibrium in DA k . In fact, there exist school choice profiles for which all Nash equilibria of DA k are stable (e.g., when all schools have the same priorities, see Footnote 4). In the terminology of the Introduction, stability comparisons between DA k mechanisms in Nash equilibrium combine both the multiple solutions and the subdomain violation issues. They are therefore good candidates to showcase the usefulness of our criterion.
In the case of Nash equilibrium in DA k , a result from Haeringer and Klijn (2009) is instrumental to the application of our criterion. Theorem 5.3 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009) shows that the Nash equilibria of DA k are nested, in the sense that for any k, every Nash equilibrium in DA k is also a Nash equilibrium in DA k+1 . 9 This tells us right away that whenever all Nash equilibrium outcomes of DA k+1 are stable, all Nash equilibrium outcomes of DA k are also stable. Hence, DA k is at least as stable as DA k+1 . To complete our analysis, we must determine whether the converse is true. The next example shows that DA 3 is not at least as stable as DA 2 in Nash equilibrium. In all our examples, t i 's are students and s i 's are schools. Also, each school always has one seat unless stated otherwise. The reported preferences of student t i are Q i and her true preferences are R i . The priorities at school s i are F i . The leftmost panel represents reported preferences for DA 3 . The boxed schools correspond to the outcome of DA 3 under the reported profile, and the stared outcome is the optimal stable assignment. Empty parentheses ( ) mean that the rest of the ranking is arbitrary. Parenthesis containing a crossed-out element ( ✁ s) mean that the rest of the ranking cannot contain s, but is otherwise arbitrary. Example 5 (DA 3 not at least as stable as DA 2 in Nash equilibrium).
In the example, the outcome of the reported profile is unstable and admits two blocking pairs: (t 3 , s 1 ) and (t 5 , s 4 ). Nevertheless, profile Q is a Nash equilibrium since neither t 3 nor t 5 would obtain a better assignment by ranking their blocking school. For instance, if t 3 claimed a seat at s 1 , it would trigger the following rejection chain:
2. Because t 3 has a higher priority at s 1 than the incumbent t 2 , t 2 is rejected and applies to s 3 .
3. Because t 2 has a higher priority at s 3 than the incumbent t 1 , t 1 is rejected and applies to s 1 .
4. Because t 1 has a higher priority at s 1 than the incumbent t 3 , t 3 is rejected from s 1 .
An important feature of the above example is that t 2 is involved in the rejection chains for both (t 3 , s 1 ) and (t 5 , s 4 ). What is more, it can be shown that for these two rejection chains to co-exist, t 2 must be able to report at least three schools (see Appendix C.1). Thus this assignment cannot be reproduced as a Nash equilibrium in DA 2 . As it turns out, DA 2 is in fact stable (again, see Appendix C.1), which yields the desired counter-example for DA 2 and DA 3 .
In Appendix C.1 we show that Example 5 can be generalized to any k. For any k, there exists a profile for which DA k+1 is not at least as stable as DA k . We therefore have the following proposition.
k is more stable than DA k+1 in Nash equilibrium.
Proposition 1 suggests that when agents have sufficient information on each other's preferences and coordinate on a Nash equilibrium, there is a stability cost to increasing k. This cost in terms of stability contrasts with the decrease in manipulability identified by Pathak and Sönmez (2013) .
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The stability cost to increasing k suggested by Proposition 1 obviously depend on the assumption that students play a Nash equilibrium. Because school choice mechanisms are typically one-shot mechanisms in which students have imperfect information about each other's preferences, Nash equilibrium need not always be a good approximation of the way students play.
11 This motivates the next subsection, in which we repeat the above analysis while only assuming that students play undominated strategies.
Undominated strategy
Undominated strategies is an interesting solution concept for school choice mechanisms. One reasons is that, in some cases, the only characteristic that officials may attribute to students' strategies is that they are undominated. Suppose students seek the advice of experts on the best strategy to adopt. When little information about other students' preferences is available, experts might only be able to recommend that students avoid dominated strategies.
12 Thus, officials can anticipate that students will play undominated strategies but may have a hard time guessing which undominated strategies are more likely than others.
Undominated strategies is a relatively weak solution concept but in school choice mechanisms it is far from vacuous. In DA k in particular, eliminating dominated strategies does constrain significantly the set of possible reported profiles. First, Lemma 1 in Appendix B.1 shows that, in essence, undominated strategies force students to (i) report schools in the order of their true preferences, (ii) report as many acceptable schools as they can, and (iii) not report any unacceptable schools as acceptable. Also, Proposition 2 in Decerf and Van der Linden (2016) suggests that, as k grows, more and more students will have a unique undominated strategy (equivalent to their dominant strategy in the unconstrained version of DA). In fact, the next example shows that many strategies are dominated even when k is small and (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied.
Example 6 (Safe set of schools). For simplicity, the example is presented for DA 3 in an environment with 4 schools but the example can easily be extended to more schools.
At first glance, it may seem that for t 4 , ranking Q 4 : s 1 s 2 s 4 is undominated. By ranking s 4 where t 4 has the highest priority, t 4 makes sure that if t 1 and t 2 obtain the unique seats at s 1 and s 2 , t 4 would not end up unassigned. But note that if t 1 and t 2 are assigned to s 1 and s 2 , t 2 cannot at the same time be assigned to s 3 . If t 2 is assigned to either s 1 or s 2 , student t 4 has the highest priority at t 3 among the remaining students. Thus, for t 4 , reporting Q ′ 4 : s 1 s 2 s 3 dominates reporting Q 4 : s 1 s 2 s 4 .
We call {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } a safe set (of schools) for t 4 because when ranking s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 , student t 4 is certain to be assigned to a school she reported (weakly) above the school she reports last in (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) whatever other students report. In general, the existence of safe sets can make a lot of strategies dominated. For example, a student who has a safe set made of her 4th and 6th favorite schools will never report as acceptable two schools ranked past her 7th favorite school in an undominated strategy of DA k with 2 ≤ k ≤ 7.
Interestingly, if students play undominated strategies, the conclusion of Proposition 1 is reversed.
Proposition 2. For all k < m, DA k+1 is more stable than DA k in undominated strategies.
The next example illustrates a situation in which DA 2 is stable in undominated strategies, while DA 1 is not.
Example 7 (DA 1 not at least as stable as DA 2 in undominated strategies).
Profiles Q and Q ′ are both undominated in DA 1 and their outcomes are unstable. The blocking pairs are (t 3 , s 1 ) for Q and (t 2 , s 2 ) for Q ′ . For each of the three students, the two preferred schools form a safe set. Hence, there exists a unique profile of undominated strategies in DA 2 (the profile in which each student report her two preferred schools as acceptable without switch) and this profile yields a stable outcome. Note that the stability of DA 2 does not come from 2 being the maximum number of acceptable schools among the students (all students could have up to three acceptable schools in the example).
The proof that DA k is not at least as stable as DA k+1 in undominated strategies uses a generalization of Example 7 to every k (see the end of Appendix C.2).
The proof that DA k+1 is at least as stable as DA k in Appendix C.2 is structured as follows. First, show that for any profile of undominated strategies in DA k+1 , one can truncate the profile by removing the worst school ranked as acceptable for every student who rank k + 1 acceptable schools and obtain a profile of undominated strategies in DA k . Then consider the extension of the truncated profile in DA k in which the next best acceptable school (if any) is added to the reported preferences of every student. We show that, provided the truncated profile is stable in DA k , its extension is also stable in DA k+1 . Thus, if all profiles of undominated strategies are stable in DA k , the truncated profile is stable in DA k . Also, by construction, the extension of the truncated profile is in fact the original profile in DA k+1 itself. Hence, when all profiles of undominated strategies are stable in DA k , the original profile in DA k+1 is also stable, which concludes the proof. Note that, as opposed to the argument for Nash equilibrium in Proposition 1, the above argument does not rely on the nestedness of undominated strategies between DA k+1 and DA k . The argument does not rely either on the nestedness of undominated strategies outcomes. In fact, the next example shows that undominated strategies outcomes are not nested in DA k . This example illustrates one limitation of comparison based on the nestedness of outcomes and equilibria such as the one in Chen and Kesten (2015) .
Example 8 (Undominated strategies outcomes not nested in DA k ). The following example shows that an undominated strategies outcome in DA 1 is not necessarily an undominated strategies outcome in DA 2 :
The squared outcome is an undominated strategies outcome in DA 1 . Intuitively, t 1 does not apply to s 2 because t 1 is worried that t 2 will apply to s 2 (which would leave t 1 unassigned if t 1 was to apply to s 2 too). In DA 2 however, the unique outcome is the optimal stable assignment with t 1 assigned to s 2 and t 2 assigned to s 1 . Here, uniqueness follows from both t 1 and t 2 having a dominant strategy in DA 2 . In the next example, the unique undominated strategies outcome of DA 3 is not an undominated strategies outcome in DA 2 :
All five students have a dominant strategy in DA 3 displayed in the leftmost panel. The unique undominated strategy outcome of DA 3 is the optimal stable assignment. Each of the first two schools reported in Q 5 triggers a different rejection chain. The rejection chain triggered when t 5 applies to s 1 in Q 5 swaps schools s 1 and s 2 between students t 1 and t 2 . Similarly, the rejection chain triggered when t 5 applies to s 3 in Q 5 swaps schools s 3 and s 4 between students t 3 and t 4 . In DA 2 , students t 1 to t 4 have dominant strategies that are equivalent to their dominant strategies in DA 3 . Student t 5 on the other hand cannot report her dominant strategy in DA 3 anymore. In order to generate the unique undominated outcome of DA 2 (the optimal stable assignment), t 5 must report s 5 as acceptable. But then t 5 cannot report both s 1 and s 3 as acceptable in DA 2 , and hence the optimal stable assignment is not supported by an undominated profile in DA 2 .
Proposition 2 suggests that when students have little information about each other's preferences and can only resort to undominated strategies, increasing the number of acceptable schools that students can report increases stability.
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One reason we observe this reversal between undominated strategies and Nash equilibrium is that, given the preferences reported by the other students, Nash equilibrium forces a student to take as much advantage as she can of her priorities. On the other hand, a profile of undominated strategies can combine undominated strategies which are based on incompatible beliefs in which students don't benefit fully from their priorities.
For example, in the first part of Example 8, the profile of reported preferences Q 1 : s 1 , Q ′ 2 : s 1 , Q 3 : s 2 would also be a profile of undominated strategies in DA 1 . In this profile, t 1 again applies to s 1 instead of applying to s 2 because t 1 is worried that t 2 will apply to s 2 (which would leave t 1 unassigned if she was to apply to s 2 too). But differently from the profile in Example 8, t 2 is confident that t 1 will apply to s 2 and that the seat at s 1 will be available. Therefore, t 2 takes the risk of applying to s 1 instead of playing a safe strategy and ranking s 2 . This reported profile leads to t 2 being unassigned and not taking advantage of her priority at s 2 . The reported profile however relies on t 2 having incorrect beliefs about t 1 's strategy.
Such incompatible beliefs are possible under a profile of undominated strategies and lead to some students not taking full advantage of their priorities. Incompatible beliefs cannot occur in Nash equilibrium however because a Nash equilibrium supposes that students correctly anticipate each other's strategies.
13 In this case, the effect goes in the same direction as in Pathak and Sönmez (2013) .
To understand how this impacts the stability of DA k as k decreases, remember the reason why some Nash equilibria are unstable. For a student, claiming a seat at a school at which she has a high priority may not be worth it if this induces a rejection chain which leads to the student being eventually rejected from this school anyways. Now, the construction of these rejection chains is easier when k is large. In the limit, when k = 1, it is in fact impossible to construct rejection chains and the Nash equilibrium outcomes of DA 1 are always stable. Because there are less and less rejection chains as k decreases, more and more students are forced to claim those seats they have a high priority at, hence increasing the likeliness of a stable outcome.
The increased ability to take advantage of priorities when rejection chains are more rare however supposes an accurate knowledge of the way other students will play. Because undominated strategies allow students to be mistaken about each other's reported preferences, this channel for increased stability as k decreases does not play out in undominated strategies. This explains part of the difference between the comparisons in undominated strategies and in Nash equilibrium.
Comparing BOS
Nash equilibrium
The comparison of BOS k for different values of k follows again from previous results in the literature. Theorem 6.1 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009) provides a straightforward generalization to BOS k of a result from Ergin and Sönmez (2006) that shows that the unrestricted BOS is stable in Nash equilibrium. In Nash equilibrium, all BOS k are indeed strategically equivalent to one another. Whatever the value of k, if student t has a higher priority at school s than a student assigned to s, student t can report s as her first choice and be assigned to s. Hence, the reported profile cannot be a Nash equilibrium if t likes s better than her assignment, ruling out any unstable Nash equilibria.
Proposition 3. For all k < m, BOS k and BOS k+1 are equally stable in Nash equilibrium.
Proposition 3 suggests that when students can coordinate on a Nash equilibrium, the number of acceptable schools students are allowed to report does not affect the stability of BOS k .
Undominated strategy
To analyze undominated strategies in BOS k , we assume that seats are in shortsupply, that is, no set of less than k schools can offer a seat to each and every student. Unless stated otherwise, all our results for BOS k in undominated strategies rely on this assumption. From a strategic point of view, in both BOS k and DA k , a student who ranks an over-supplied set of schools is certain to be assigned (in the above terminology, an over-supplied set of schools is a safe set).
Short-supply conditions are weak and common in the literature (see for example Pathak and Sönmez (2013) ). In many cases, the condition is satisfied because no set of schools can accept all potential students. This is true in many public school districts in the United States. It can be due to the existence of outside options (such as private schools), or to the segmentation of public high schools into different groups of schools, each with their separate assignment procedure.
14 Even when there happens to be an over-supplied set of schools, this set must contain no more than k schools for our short-supply condition to be violated. This is again unlikely because -as mentioned in the Introduction -k is usually much smaller in practice than the total number of schools m. Would the condition be violated, it would most likely be in a district where k is very high. In these cases, the impact of increasing k should be rather marginal.
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The result for BOS k in undominated strategies contrasts again with the situation in Nash equilibrium.
Proposition 4. For all 3 ≤ k < m, BOS k+1 is more stable than BOS k in undominated strategies.
Proposition 4 parallels Proposition 2 for DA k . When agents can only resort to undominated strategies, increasing the number of acceptable schools that students can report increases the stability of BOS k . The reason is that under the short-supply assumption, the undominated strategies outcomes of BOS k+1 are nested into the undominated strategies outcomes of BOS k (Claim 4 in Appendix C.3). That is, for every undominated strategies outcome in BOS k+1 , there exists a profile of undominated strategies in BOS k with the same outcome. Therefore, whenever all profiles of undominated strategies in BOS k yield stable assignments, all profiles of undominated strategies in BOS k+1 necessarily yield stable assignments too.
In the proof in the Appendix, the constructions used to link undominated strategies outcomes in BOS k and BOS k+1 are more complex than the truncations used in DA k . In particular, if we remove the worst reported schools (among the schools reported as acceptable) from a profile of undominated strategies in BOS k+1 , the resulting profile is not necessarily a profile of undominated strategies in BOS k . This is due to profiles of undominated strategies in BOS k+1 featuring nontrivial switches. Although profiles of undominated strategies in DA k may contain switches, these switches are trivial in the sense that they never influence the outcome (Lemma 1 in Appendix B.1). This is not true in BOS k . When profiles of undominated strategies in BOS k feature non-trivial switches, the school a student likes best among the school she reports as acceptable can for example be reported as the worst acceptable school by the student. In such cases, there is no guarantee that the truncated strategies are still undominated strategies in BOS k .
The next example illustrates a situation in which BOS
k is not at least as stable as BOS k+1 in undominated strategies. In most cases, Q i is undominated in BOS k if it contains k acceptable schools, whatever the order in which the schools are reported.
16 When t i has the highest priority at her most preferred school however, ranking the preferred school first is a dominant strategy. We rely on this observation to construct the next example.
Example 9 (BOS 2 not at least as stable as BOS 3 in undominated strategies).
Profile Q is undominated in BOS 2 and its outcome admits the blocking pair (t 4 , s 4 ).
The example is such that all undominated strategies outcomes in BOS 3 are stable. Students t 1 and t 2 must report their preferred school first in any undominated strategy as they have the highest priority at their preferred school. Students t 3 and t 4 only have three acceptable schools and must report all three as acceptable in any undominated strategy of BOS 3 . As t 5 does not find s 3 or s 4 acceptable, these schools go to either t 3 or t 4 in any undominated strategies outcome. But any distribution of s 3 and s 4 among t 3 and t 4 leads to a stable outcome. Again the stability of BOS 3 does not come from 3 being the maximum number of acceptable schools among the students (t 1 and t 2 could have up to four acceptable schools in the example).
The proof of Proposition 4 uses a generalization of Example 9 to all k (see the end of Appendix C.3).
Comparing BOS
k and DA k 6.1 Nash equilibrium
Using Theorem 6.1 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009), we directly obtain that BOS k is at least as stable as DA k . The converse is not true for k ≥ 2. As noted by Haeringer and Klijn (2009, p.1930) , DA 1 and BOS 1 are formally equivalent. However for k ≥ 2, there exist unstable Nash equilibria in DA k , as shown in Example 5 (see also Example 6.2 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009) ). Therefore we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5. For all k ∈ N, BOS k is at least as stable as DA k in Nash equilibrium. For all k ≥ 2, BOS k is more stable than DA k in Nash equilibrium.
Undominated Strategy
Once again, Proposition 5 contrasts with its counterpart in undominated strategies.
Proposition 6. For all k ≥ 2, DA k is more stable than BOS k in undominated strategies.
As for BOS
k and BOS k+1 , the reason why DA k is at least as stable as BOS k in undominated strategies is that the undominated strategies outcomes of DA k are nested in the undominated strategies outcomes of BOS k . From any profile of undominated strategies in DA k , one can construct a profile of undominated strategies which induces the same outcome in BOS k as follows :
(i) do not change the report of students who are unassigned in DA k , and
(ii) make every student who is assigned in DA k reports the school she is assigned to in DA k as her favorite school.
The resulting profile is a profile of undominated strategies in BOS k and yields the same outcome as the original profile in DA k . The next two examples present profiles for which DA k is stable in undominated strategies whereas BOS k is not. The difference between BOS k and DA k in the examples below comes from the fact that BOS k mostly ignores the priorities of students at schools they do not report first (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006) . Assume that, in the course of BOS k , a student applies to a school s after having been rejected from her favorite reported school. If all seats at s have been allocated in earlier rounds of BOS k , this student will be rejected from s even if she has a higher priority at s than the students that have been previously assigned to s. This is a consequence of BOS k immediately assigning seats in each round. On the other hand, DA k avoids these instabilities by assigning seats temporarily in each round. Example 10 (BOS 2 not at least as stable as DA 2 in undominated strategies because of immediate assignement).
Profile Q -which is the truncation of students' preferences after their second preferred school -is an undominated profile in both BOS 2 and DA 2 . Its outcome in BOS 2 (boxed) is unstable with blocking pair (t 2 , s 2 ). The fact that t 2 has a higher priority than t 3 at s 2 has been denied by BOS 2 because t 2 did not report s 2 as her favorite school. Profile Q is the only profile of undominated strategies in DA 2 and its outcome (stared) is the most efficient stable assignment (all students have a safe set covering their two preferred schools).
Another source of instabilities in BOS k comes from the fact that profiles of undominated strategies in BOS k may contain non-trivial switches. As mentioned above, this cannot happen in DA k . As it turns out, non-trivial switches induce additional instabilities. This is illustrated in the next example, where Q 3 is the strategy containing a non-trivial switch. Example 11 (BOS 2 not at least as stable as DA 2 in undominated strategies because of non-trivial switches).
Profile Q is undominated in BOS 2 and leads to the boxed unstable outcome, with blocking pair (t 2 , s 2 ). In the example, the unique profile of undominated strategies in DA 2 is R itself, which leads to the stared stable outcome. Figure 1 : Summary of the results. The notation L > C K reads "L is more stable than K when students play according to solution concept C", where NE stands for Nash equilibrium and US for undominated strategies. Some of the comparisons in the figure require mild restrictions on k (see the propositions in the text).
The proof of Proposition 6 presents a general example valid for all k (see the end of Appendix C.5).
Conclusion
We have proposed a new criterion to compare mechanisms when the solution concept induces multiple solutions. We applied our criterion to school choice mechanisms and obtained stability comparisons using Nash equilibrium and undominated strategies as solution concepts. The results are summarized in Figure 1 .
Although undominated strategies may sometimes be more empirically relevant than Nash equilibrium, mechanisms are rarely studied in terms of undominated strategies. The obvious reason is that undominated strategies allows for a larger number solutions, and hence a large number of potential outcomes. Because comparing many potential outcomes can be cumbersome, Nash equilibrium is usually preferred as a solution concept as it tends to induce fewer potential outcomes. The criterion we introduce is one possible answer to the difficulty of comparing multiple potential outcomes. It should therefore facilitate comparisons based on "weaker" solution concepts such as undominated strategies.
In a sense, undominated strategies and Nash equilibrium are extreme solution concepts. As is well known, a Nash equilibrium can be viewed as an iteratively undominated profile in which players correctly anticipate each other's actions (Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Chapter 8) . In undominated strategies on the other hand, neither do players have enough information on each others' preferences to iteratively eliminate dominated strategies, nor do they correctly anticipate each other's action.
There is of course room for a wide variety of intermediate information and anticipation structures. One could for instance consider a solution concept U S + in which students know the profile of priorities and also have some information on each others' preferences. This may be useful in mimicking the features of some actual school choice problems. For example, it is often common knowledge that some schools are highly demanded. To match this feature, it may be useful to assume that students know each others' x first choice(s), or know the number of students who have some school s among their x preferred school(s).
17 Whether any of these alternative solution concepts would yield different stability comparison than the one we obtained in undominated strategies and Nash equilibrium is an open question.
Ideally, the solution concept to use to analyze school choice mechanism should depend on which solution concept best describes students behavior. This is an empirical question which would benefit from further investigations, for example through lab experiments.
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Appendix A The school choice model, terminology and notations
The model is similar to Haeringer and Klijn (2009) . 18 There is a finite set of schools S := {s 1 , . . . , s m } and a finite set of students T := {t 1 , . . . , t n }.
17 Another interesting middle point between undominated strategies and Nash equilibrium is the case in which agents know each other's preferences and iteratively eliminate undominated strategy a certain number of times but (i) do not necessarily iteratively eliminate ad infinitum or (ii) do not necessarily anticipate each other's action correctly (i.e., players do not necessarily coordinate on a Nash equilibrium).
18 The model in this paper differs slightly from the model of the companion paper Decerf and Van der Linden (2016) . Among other differences, the model here accounts for changes in priorities, quotas, and preferences (whereas these are fix throughout most of Decerf and Van der Linden (2016) ).
A generic school is denoted s i , or sometimes s. Every school s i ∈ S has a capacity q i and a priority profile F i . A capacity q i ∈ N + represents the number of seats available at school s i ∈ S. A priority F i is a linear ordering of the students in T .
19 A priority profile F = (F 1 , . . . , F m ) is a list of priorities for every s i ∈ S and a capacity profile q = (q 1 , . . . , q m ) a list of capacities for every s i ∈ S.
A set of school S * ⊆ S is over-supplied if there are enough seats in S * to host all students. The short-supply assumption corresponds to profiles in which there is no over-supplied set of schools S * with more than k schools, i.e., for all S * ⊆ S with #S * ≤ k, we have si∈S * q i ≤ #T , where for any set A, #A denotes the cardinality of A.
A generic student is denoted t i , or sometimes t. Every student t i has preferences R i which are a linear ordering of S ∪ {t i }. A preference profile R := (R 1 , . . . , R n ) is a list of the preferences of every t i ∈ T . For a given preference profile R, the list containing the preferences of everyone but t i is R −i .
A strict preference of t i for s over s ′ is denoted s P i s ′ , while s R i s ′ denotes a weak preference, allowing for s = s ′ . A school s ∈ S is acceptable for t i if s R i t i . For simplicity, we abuse the notation and write s ∈ R i when s is acceptable according to R and #R i for the number of acceptable schools in R i . By the same token, a subset of schools S ′ ⊆ S is acceptable for t i if all the schools in S ′ are acceptable, which we denote
An assignment is a function µ : T → S ∪ T which distributes the seats among students. In an assignment, every student is assigned to a school or to herself (µ(t) ∈ S ∪ {t}). An assignment is feasible if no school exceeds its capacity, i.e. for all s i ∈ S, #{t ∈ T | µ(t) = s i } ≤ q i .
School choice mechanisms and games of school choice
A triple (F, q, R) is a school choice profile. A (school choice) mechanism M associates every reported school choice profile in some domain with a feasible assignment µ. In a constrained mechanism M k , the domain only contains school choice profiles in which students report no more than k ≤ m acceptable schools.
Because we assume that schools report F and q truthfully, we suppress the reference to reported priorities and capacities and focus on reported preference profiles Q := (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ). The outcome of mechanism M under reported preferences profile Q is M (Q).
For any Q and any t i , the school t i is assigned to under the assignment
A quadruple (M, F, q, R) defines a normal form game known as a game of school choice (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006) . Therefore, we sometimes refer to reported preferences Q as strategy profiles.
The notations and terminology for preferences extend to reported preferences : (i) s Q i s ′ means that t i reports s weakly before s
(iv) #Q i is the number of ranked schools in Q i , (v) S ⊆ Q i if all the schools in S are ranked in Q i (vi) for all x, Q i (x) is the school ranked in x-th position in Q i , and (vii) Q −i is the list of reported preferences in Q for every student but t i .
For reported preferences Q i and preferences R i , we abuse the notation and write Q i = R i when Q i is of the form Q i :
. . . For any two strategies Q i and Q ′ i , we also write Q i = Q ′ i if both strategies share the same set of ranked schools and report those schools in the same order.
Properties of strategies and ranked (sets of ) schools
Consider some quadruple (M, F, q, R). Strategy Q i is an undominated strategy if for all
Strategy Q i is dominated if both (1) and (2) are false (i.e. there exists a strategy
A profile of undominated strategy is any strategy profiles Q for which Q i satisfies (1) or (2) for all t i ∈ T .
A strategy profile Q is a Nash equilibrium if for all
Strategy Q i is a dominant strategy if
For a given mechanism M , a set of schools S S ⊆ S is a safe set for t i if for any Q i in which S S is ranked, t i is at least assigned to the worst school of S S according to Q i . Formally, take any set of schools S * ⊆ S. Let Q * i be any strategy that contains all the schools in S * , and let s * ∈ S * be the last reported school in Q * i among the schools in S * (formally s Q i s * for all s ∈ S * ). Then S * ⊂ S is a safe set for
For any student t i and any S * ⊆ S, we denote by w S * the worst school in S * according to R i (the reference to student t i is dropped in the notation for the sake of simplicity). Finally we say that school s j is safe-if-favorite for t i if t i is among the q j -students with highest priority in school s j .
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Properties of assignments
A student-school pair (t, s j ) is blocking in assignment µ if t prefers s j to µ(t) and there exists t ′ with µ(t ′ ) = s j and t F j t ′ . An assignment µ is stable if it satisfies (No unjustified envy) µ contains no blocking pairs, (Individual rationality) no student t i is assigned to an unacceptable school and (Non wastefullness) no student prefers a school with an available seat to her assignment, that is there exists no t i ∈ T and s j ∈ S such that s j P i µ(t i ) and there are less than q j students assigned to s j in µ.
A feasible assignment µ is (Pareto) efficient if there exists no other feasible assignment µ ′ such that µ ′ (t i ) R i µ(t i ) for all t i ∈ T and µ ′ (t j ) P j µ(t j ) for someB Preliminary results on undominated and dominant strategies in DA k and BOS k This section introduces several results from Decerf and Van der Linden (2016), a companion paper which contains characterizations of undominated and dominant strategies for DA k and BOS k . All the proofs can be found in Decerf and Van der Linden (2016).
B.1 Undominated and dominant strategies in DA k
Two strategies Q i and Q ′ i are equivalent in a mechanisms M if they always yield the same assignment for i in M , whatever the preferences reported by other students. A strategy Q i is clean if it (i) does not rank unacceptable schools, (ii) features no switches, where a switch is a situation in which schools s and s ′ are ranked in Q i and s Q i s ′ although s ′ P i s and (iii) ranks as many acceptable schools as possible, i.e., #Q i = min{k, #R i }.
Lemma 1. For all k ∈ N and any undominated strategy
Lemma 2 (Characterization of dominant strategies in DA k ). For all k ∈ N, strategy Q i is dominant in DA k if and only if either (i) all the acceptable schools in R i are ranked without switches in Q i and these are the only schools ranked in Q i , i.e., Q i :
(ii) for some q ≤ min{k, #R i }, the q most preferred schools in R i form a safe set that is ranked first in Q i and there is no switch among those q schools in Q i , i.e., Q i :
A minimal safe set S MS is a safe set for which S MS \{w S MS } is not a safe set. That is, removing the worst school w S MS in S MS yields a set of school that is not safe.
Lemma 3 (Characterization of undominated strategies in DA k ). For all k ∈ N, Q i is an undominated strategy in DA k if and only if either C Proofs of the propositions C.1 Proposition 1 (DA k more stable than DA k+1 in Nash equilibrium)
We prove in the text that DA k is at least as stable as DA k+1 in Nash equilibrium. Below, we show that DA k+1 is not at least stable as DA k in Nash equilibrium. The required profile for DA 3 and DA 2 is provided in Example 5. We now provide a generic example for every 3 ≤ k < m − 1, which is based on extending Example 5 recursively. • School s k+2 is attached at the end of preferences R 2 ,
• The priority ordering F k+1 is modified in order to give higher priority to t 2k than to t 2 and
• F k+2 , R 2k and R 2k+1 are as shown above.
The stared assignment is the most efficient stable assignment. The ranked profile given below constitutes a Nash equilibrium in DA k+1 and leads to the boxed outcome. The pairs (t 3 , s 1 ), (t 5 , s 4 ), . . . and (t 2k+1 , s k+2 ) are blocking in this assignment although the profile is a Nash equilibrium as there exists a rejection chain for each of these pairs.
We prove that there exists no Nash equilibrium of DA q with q ∈ {1, . . . , k} leading to an unstable outcome. As Nash equilibria of DA q are nested in Nash equilibria of DA q+1 , we only need to prove this result for q = k. The proof is based on the following claim: in all Nash equilibrium outcome, any student t i having the highest priority in one of her acceptable school s must be assigned to a school s ′ with s ′ R i s. 21 Such agent can never end up unassigned. By construction, all students t i with i ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2k − 2, 2k} are in this situation. Two cases can arise for Q 2 :
This case is such that t 2 cannot be assigned to s k+2 . As a result, t 2k+1 is assigned to s k+2 if she ranks this school as her favorite since she has the highest priority in s k+2 after t 2 . This shows, in this case, that student t 2k+1 is assigned to s k+2 in any Nash equilibrium outcome. Since t 2k has the highest priority in an acceptable school, t 2k cannot end up unassigned in Nash equilibrium and t 2k is therefore assigned to s k+1 . As a consequence, students t 2k−1 and t 2k−2 are not assigned to s k+1 . Applying the same reasoning recursively, we have that t 2k−2 is assigned to s k , t 2k−4 is assigned to s k−1 , . . . until t 4 is assigned to s 3 and t 1 is assigned to s 1 . This shows that t 2 is assigned to s 2 and the assignment obtained is the most efficient stable assignment.
We show by contradiction that such reported preferences are never part of a Nash equilibrium in DA k . As t 2 has the highest priority at school R 2 (2) = s 2 , student t 2 is assigned to a school she deems at least as desirable as R 2 (2) for any Nash equilibrium outcome. There are two subcases:
Subcase 1: Student t 2 is assigned to s 1 in the Nash equilibrium outcome. As t 1 and t 4 must be assigned in any Nash equilibrium outcome, student t 1 is assigned to s 3 and consequently student t 4 is assigned to s 4 . This reasoning can be pursued until t 2k−2 is assigned to s k+1 and t 2k is assigned to s k+2 . The pairs (t 3 , s 1 ), (t 5 , s 4 ), . . . and (t 2k+1 , s k+2 ) are blocking in such an assignment. As we assumed that this assignment is a Nash equilibrium outcome, there must exist a rejection chain for those blocking pairs. Given the priority structure, such a rejection chain exists for (t 3 , s 1 ) only if Q 1 : s 3 s 1 and Q 2 : s 1 s 3 ( ). The rejection chain exists for (t 5 , s 4 ) only if Q 4 : s 4 s 3 and Q 2 : s 1 s 3 s 4 ( ). This reasoning is extended recursively until we conclude that the rejection chain for (t 2k−1 , s k+1 ) exists only if Q 2k−2 : s k+1 s k and Q 2 : s 1 s 3 s 4 . . . s k+1 , where #Q 2 = k. Therefore s k+2 / ∈ Q 2 because Q 2 can contain at most k schools in DA k , which implies that there is no rejection chain for (t 2k+1 , s k+2 ), contradicting the hypothesis that this assignment is a Nash equilibrium outcome.
Subcase 2: Student t 2 is assigned to a school s with s 2 P 2 s in the Nash equilibrium outcome. This cannot be a Nash equilibrium since t 2 could profitably deviate by ranking s 2 before s. 
C.2 Proposition
Proof. There are two cases:
By Lemma 2, student t i has a dominant strategy in
= R i is also a dominant strategy in DA k , and is a clean US, the desired result.
Case 2:
In this case, Q k+1 i ranks k + 1 acceptable schools without switches. By Lemma 3, because Q k i ranks k acceptable schools without switches (by construction), it is enough to prove that for all minimal safe set S MS k with #S MS k ≤ k and
Take any such
∈ S MS k and we are done.
. By cases (i) and (ii) in Lemma 3, for every minimal safe set S MS k+1 with #S MS k+1 ≤ k + 1 and S
MS k+1
Q k+1 i we have
In particular,
If to the ranked profile of every t i ∈ T \T A yields the same assignment as
to the ranked strategy of every t h ∈ T A for which w
is ranked after w k h , the last school that t h ranks in Q k h . Because t h ∈ T A , this means t h is assigned to a better school than w . Hence, Q k+1 * * = Q k+1 , and we have shown that DA k+1 (Q k+1 ) = µ k , which proves that DA k+1 (Q k+1 ) is stable, the desired result.
Part 2. For all k < m, DA k is not at least as stable as DA k+1 in undominated strategies.
The required profile for DA 2 and DA 1 is provided in Example 7. We now provide a generic profile for every 2 ≤ k < m.
All the students except t k+1 have the highest priority at their preferred school. By Lemma 2, all students except t k+1 have a dominant strategy and are assigned to their favorite school in any US profile outcome. Student t k+1 likes k schools better than s k+1 , the school she is assigned to in the unique stable assignment (stared). Mechanism DA k is unstable in undominated strategies because, by Lemma 3, it is an undominated strategy for t k+1 to rank her k preferred schools (and hence not rank s k+1 ). For any profile of undominated strategies in DA k ranked by the other students, if t k+1 does not rank s k+1 then the outcome is unstable because t k+1 is unassigned whereas s k+1 has an available seat (in violation of non-wastefulness). On the other hand, mechanism DA k+1 is stable in undominated strategies since t k+1 has a safe set covering her k + 1 preferred schools, which by Lemma 2 implies that her only undominated strategy is a truncation of R i after s k+1 . The unique profile of undominated strategies in DA k+1 leads to the unique stable assignment.
C.3 Proposition 4 (BOS k+1 more stable than BOS k in undominated strategies) Part 1. For all 3 ≤ k < m, BOS k+1 is at least as stable as BOS k in undominated strategies.
As explained in the text, the proof is based on showing that the undominated strategies outcomes of BOS k are nested in the undominated strategies outcomes of BOS k+1 (Claim 4 below). The following definition will be useful in the proof.
For any strategy Q i , let Q (r) i be the strategy obtained from Q i by deleting the school ranked at rank r in Q i . Formally, Q i (1) is t i 's favorite acceptable safe-if-favorite school. Furthermore, Q i (r) ̸ = µ(t i ) as Q i (1) is safe-if-favorite. Hence Q i (1) = µ(t i ) and as we assumed k ≥ 3, we have 2 ≤ #Q i − 2 ≤ r.
Case 2 : Q i (1) is not safe-if-favorite.
Case 2.1 : µ(t i ) = t i . By Lemma 8, as Q i is undominated in BOS k+1 , all schools ranked in Q i are acceptable and at least one school ranked is preferred to t i 's favorite acceptable safe-if-favorite school. Let s * be the favorite school ranked in Q i . Let r := #Q i if Q i (#Q i ) ̸ = s * and r := #Q i − 1 otherwise. By construction, as we assumed #Q i = k + 1, strategy Q (r) i contains k acceptable schools among which s * that is preferred to the favorite acceptable safe-if-favorite. By Lemma 8, Q (r) i is undominated in BOS k .
Case 2.2 : µ(t i ) ̸ = t i . The reasoning is the same as for the Case 2.1. The only difference lies in the construction of r. Rank r is any element in {#Q i − 2, #Q i − 1, #Q i } such that Q i (r) ̸ = µ(t i ) and Q i (r) ̸ = s * where s * is the favorite school ranked in Q i . strategies outcomes in BOS k+1 are stable as well. This implies that BOS k+1 is at least as stable as BOS k .
Part 2. For all 3 ≤ k < m, BOS k is not at least as stable as BOS k+1 in undominated strategies.
Example 9 in the text provides the required profile for the comparison of BOS 2 and BOS 3 . We now provide the generic profile for all 3 ≤ k < m. 
All students except t k , t k+1 and t k+2 have the highest priority at their preferred school. By Lemma 7, all students except t k , t k+1 and t k+2 must rank their preferred school first in all undominated strategies. Students t k and t k+1 prefer k − 1 schools to the school they are assigned to in the most efficient stable assignment µ e (stared). The only stable assignment that differs from µ e is obtained from µ e by letting t k and t k+1 exchange s k and s k+1 . Because there exists profiles of undominated strategies in BOS k for which Q k and Q k+1 are such that s k / ∈ Q k+1 and s k / ∈ Q k , BOS k is unstable in undominated strategies (see Lemma 8). All profile of undominated strategies for which neither t k nor t k+1 rank s k lead to unstable outcomes, with one of the two students unassigned and the acceptable school s k having an empty seat. On the other hand, BOS k+1 is stable since, by Lemma 8, in all the undominated strategies of BOS k+1 students t k and t k+1 either
• rank both s k and s k+1 (they have exactly k + 1 acceptable schools), or
• play a safe strategy with Q k (1) = s k and Q k+1 (1) = s k+1 .
C.4 Proposition 5 (BOS k more stable than DA k in Nash equilibrium)
We prove in the text that DA k is at least as stable as BOS k . Next, we show that DA k is more stable than BOS k . ? provide an example of an unstable Nash equilibrium in DA 2 . We now provide the generic profile for all k ∈ {3, . . . , m}. • Q −1,2,3 is a Nash equilibrium of DA k for the sub-profile (F \{F 1 , F 2 , F 3 }, q\{q 1 , q 2 , q 3 }, R\{R 1 , R 2 , R 3 }) is a Nash equilibrium and leads to an outcome DA k (Q) (boxed) for which the pair (t 1 , s 2 ) is blocking. Such a Nash equilibrium in the sub-profile always exists and the profile Q := (Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , Q −1,2,3 ) is a Nash equilibrium in the profile (F, q, P ). Indeed, t 2 and t 3 are assigned to their favorite school, t 1 is assigned to her second favorite school and there exists a rejection chain preventing t 1 to be assigned to s 2 if she ranked s 2 . Furthermore, no t i ∈ T \{t 1 , t 2 , t 3 } can obtain a school in {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } given Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 and F .
C.5 Proposition 6 (DA k more stable than BOS k in undominated strategies) Part 1. For all k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, DA k is at least as stable as BOS k in undominated strategies.
As explained in the text, the proof is based on showing that the undominated strategies outcomes of DA k are nested in the undominated strategies outcomes of BOS k (Claim 5 below).
Claim 5 (US outcomes of DA k nested in US outcomes of BOS k ). For all k ∈ N and all undominated strategy profile Q of DA k , there exists an undominated strategy profile Q ′′ of BOS k such that DA k (Q) = BOS k (Q ′′ ).
Proof. First, note that by Lemma 1, it is enough to prove that BOS k (Q ′′ ) = DA k (Q ′ ) for some clean profile Q ′ that is equivalent to Q (recall that a profile is clean if for all t i ∈ T , Q ′ i ranks exactly min{k, #R i } acceptable schools without switch, and no other schools -in particular no unacceptable schoolsare ranked).
The proof consists in constructing a profile of undominated strategies Q ′′ in BOS k such that BOS k (Q ′′ ) = DA k (Q ′ ). The profile Q ′′ can be any profile satisfying the two following conditions: 
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We show below that any strategy in profile Q ′′ is undominated in BOS k . It is then easy to see that BOS k (Q ′′ ) = DA k (Q ′ ) (the proof is omitted) which yields the desired result.
We break the rest of the proof into two parts.
